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Abstract— We show that mutual exchange of independent
information between two nodes in a wireless network can be effi-
ciently performed by exploiting network coding and the physical-
layer broadcast property offered by the wireless medium. The
proposed approach improves upon conventional solutions that
separate the processing of the two unicast sessions, corresponding
to information transfer along one direction and the opposite
direction. We propose a distributed scheme that obviates the
need for synchronization and is robust to random packet loss
and delay, and so on. The scheme is simple and incurs minor
overhead.

I. I NTRODUCTION

In this paper, we investigate the mutual exchange of inde-
pendent information between two nodes in a wireless network.
Let us name the two nodes in considerationa and b, respec-
tively. Consider a packet-based communication network with
all packets of equal size. The basic problem is very simple:a

wants to transmit a sequence of packets{X1(n)} to b and
b wants to transmit a sequence of packets{X2(n)} to a.
Assume the two sequences of information packets,{X1(n)}
and{X2(n)}, are from two independent information sources.

Information exchange finds many useful applications. These
include voice conversations, video conferencing between two
participants, and instant messaging. In fact, the scope of
information exchange goes much further beyond the generic
two-way end-to-end communications listed above. Note thata

and b do not have to be the true communication end-points
for the packets{X1(n)} and {X2(n)}. For example, in a
wireless ad hoc network where every node can act as a router,
information exchange occurs as long as there are some packets
{X1(n)} to be routed througha to b and some other packets
{X2(n)} to be routed throughb to a. This is illustrated in
Figure 1, wherea andb are two wireless routers, each having
some packets to be routed to the other. We can treata and b

as logical end-points for the information exchange betweena

andb. After all, as long as packets{X1(n)} and{X2(n)} are
successfully exchanged, it does not matter which end-to-end
session each packet originally belongs to.

An information exchange session betweena and b is es-
sentially two unicast sessions, one froma to b and the other
from b to a. Since the two unicast sessions carry independent
information, it may appear that the two sessions can be treated
separately, by devoting a first route for packets{X1(n)} to
flow from a to b and a second route for packets{X2(n)}
to flow from b to a. In this paper, we show that a joint
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Fig. 1. An example scenario of information exchange.a and b are two
wireless routers, each having packets to be routed to the other.

processing of the two unicast sessions may outperform a
separate treatment, for information exchange in a wireless
network.

Access Point (AP)

a b

Fig. 2. An example scenario of two-way communications in a WLAN.

We now use a simple example to illustrate the basic idea.
Figure 2 gives an example scenario of two-way communica-
tion in a wireless local area network (WLAN). Assume the
WLAN operates in the infrastructure mode, which is similar
in structure to cellular networks for voice communications.
There is an access point (AP) connected to a wire-line network.
All transmissions involve the access point and are classified
as either down-link or up-link. Under this architecture, let
us consider the problem of mutual exchange of independent
information between two nodesa, b, both lying within the
coverage area of the AP. Conventionally, each packetX1(n)
(resp.X2(n)) would be first transmitted to AP with an uplink
transmission, and then transmitted from AP tob (resp.a) with
a downlink transmission. Now let us show a better scheme.
In the uplink periods, packets{X1(n)} and{X2(n)} are first
transmitted to the access point, just as in the conventional
solution. The difference occurs at the second hop. Note that



the wireless medium is broadcast in nature. Hence we assume
a packet sent from the access point can reach botha and b.
With the better scheme, bitwise XOR-ed results of{X1(n)}
and{X2(n)}, {X1(n)⊕X2(n)} are broadcast from the access
point in the downlink periods. With these XOR-ed packets,
it is easy to see thata and b can solve for{X2(n)} and
{X1(n)}, respectively. The scheme is based on two essen-
tial ingredients. First, it exploits the physical-layer broadcast
property offered by the wireless medium. In other words, in a
wireless network, a single transmission may successfully reach
a number of neighboring nodes. Second, it utilizesnetwork
coding. Network coding refers to a scheme where nodes in
a network are allowed to perform arbitrary operations on the
data received to produce output data, rather than justrouting,
i.e., replicating and forwarding received data.

The concept ofnetwork coding has evolved recently as an
interesting extension of the more traditional routing paradigm.
Historically, network coding was proposed and studied mainly
as a means to facilitate information multicast in a communi-
cation network, i.e., transmitting common information from
a sender to a set of receivers. In their pioneering work [1],
Ahlswedeet al. demonstrated that it is in general suboptimal
to restrict the network nodes to perform only routing. They
showed that themulticast capacity, which is defined as the
maximum rate that a sender can communicate common infor-
mation to a set of receivers, is given by the minimum capacity
of cuts separating the sender from a receiver. Moreover, they
showed that while the multicast capacity cannot be achievedin
general by routing, it can be achieved by network coding. Sub-
sequently, Li, Yeung, and Cai [2] showed that it is sufficient
for the encoding functions at the interior nodes to be linear.
Koetter and Ḿedard [3] gave an algebraic characterization of
linear encoding schemes and proved existence of linear time-
invariant codes achieving the multicast capacity. In addition to
potential throughput gains, network coding enables solutions
that are more economic in using resources than routing. In
particular, Wu, Chou, and Kung [4] showed that network
coding can be used to achieve the minimum energy-per-bit
for information multicast in a mobile ad hoc network, under a
simplified layered model of wireless networks. A similar result
was obtained in an independent work by Lun et al [5].

In this work, we identify information exchange in wireless
networks as an additional application scenario where network
coding exhibits unique advantages over conventional routing.
Generalizing from the example in Figure 2, we show in
Section II that network coding, combined with physical-layer
broadcast, can facilitate mutual exchange of information in a
wireless network by providing the same rate while consuming
less network resource (power, use of channel). Specifically,
for general information exchange problems, the union of a
forward path froma to b and a backward path fromb to
a is sufficient to provide the same throughput as achievable
via conventional routing. We also show how to implement
network coding to realize this gain in a synchronous system.
In Section III, we discuss distributed implementations without
assuming synchronization.

II. PHYSICAL PIGGYBACKING

Let us extend the example in Figure 2 fromL = 3 nodes
to L = 4 nodes. Figure 3 shows four nodes spaced in
a line, labelled 1, 2, 3, and 4 from left to right. Suppose
node1 has a stream of packetsX1(n) and node4 has another
stream of packetsX2(n) and they want to exchange data.
Conventionally, this would require a forward path from1 to
4 and a backward path from4 to 1, as shown in Figure 3.

1 2 3 4

Fig. 3. An example scenario of information exchange.

Extending the earlier example, we now use a single broad-
cast transmission from2 to {1, 3} to replace two transmissions,
2 → 3 on the path from1 to 4 and 2 → 1 on the path
from 4 to 1; similarly, we use a single broadcast transmission
from 3 to {2, 4} to replace two transmissions,3 → 4 and
3 → 2. We next show how to use network coding to achieve
(asymptotically) the same rate of information exchange, with
this more economic use of network resources.

First, we represent the resulting network by a graphG =
(V,E) with all edges having unit capacity, shown in Figure 4.
In Figure 4, we model the physical layer broadcast by a tree-
like structure, as proposed in [6]. For example, the broad-
cast transmission from2 to {1, 3} is represented by edges
{22′, 2′1, 2′3}, where 2′ is a new node. Node2′ plays the
role of an artificial bottleneck that constrains the rate of new
information going out of the transmitter.

1 2 4
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Fig. 4. Graphical representation of Figure 3. Each edge has unit capacity.
Nodes1′, 2′, 3′ and4′ are introduced to model physical-layer broadcast.

Now we describe a network coding solution that achieves
the required unit rate for information exchange between node1
and4. Assume the network operates as a synchronous system
with a discrete time index running from 1 to+∞. Assume
each transmission link has unit delay. Accordingly, let edges
1′2, 2′1, 2′3, 3′2, 3′4, and4′3 have unit delay and edges11′,
22′, 33′ and 44′ have zero delay in Figure 4. Each edge has
unit capacity and thus can carry one packet in each time unit.A
network coding solution refers to an assignment of information
packet flowing on each edge in each time unit. LetYuv(n)
denote the information packet assigned to edgeuv in the n-
th time unit. Furthermore, in order for the assignment to be
realizable,Yuv(n) must be derived from the packets received



earlier by nodeu. The solution for generalL ≥ 3 is given as
follows:

Y11′(n) = Y1′2(n) = X1(n), (1)

YL,L′(n) = YL′,L−1(n) = X2(n), (2)

Yl,l′(n) = Yl′,l−1(n) = Yl′,l+1(n) (3)

= X1(n − (l − 1)) ⊕ X2(n − (L − l)),

l = 2, . . . , L − 1, (4)

where forn < 1, we treatXi(n) as azero-packet, i.e., a packet
with all bits being zero.

We now verify that this network coding solution is realizable
and enables nodel to recover{X1(n)} with delay l − 1 and
{X2(n)} with delayL−l, by induction overn. At time n = 1,
node1 can recoverX1(1) and nodeL can recoverX2(1) since
they are available initially. Hence the claim is true forn = 1.
By inductive assumption, up to timen, node l can recover
X1(1), . . . ,X1(n− (l− 1)) andX2(1), . . . ,X2(n− (L− l)).
At time n + 1, nodel receives

X1(n − (l − 1 − 1)) ⊕ X2(n − (L − l + 1))

from edge(l − 1)′l, which was sent by nodel − 1 at timen.
Therefore, with this new packet, nodel can recoverX1(n +
1 − (l − 1)). Similarly, at timen + 1, nodel receives

X1(n − (l + 1 − 1)) ⊕ X2(n − (L − l − 1))

from edge(l + 1)′l, which was sent by nodel + 1 at timen.
Therefore, with this new packet, nodel can recoverX1(n +
1 − (L − l)). Thus the claim is established.

It is worth pointing out thatl − 1 (resp.L − 1) time units
is in fact the minimum possible delay for nodel to receive
{X1(n)} (resp. {X2(n)}). Hence in this context, network
coding achieves efficiency of resource (power, use of channel)
usage without incurring any delay penalty.

To summarize, with network coding and the physical layer
broadcast, a single broadcast transmission2 → {1, 3} can now
replace two transmissions,2 → 3 on the path from1 to 4 and
2 → 1 on the path from4 to 1. Yet the amount of resources
consumed by2 → {1, 3} (power, use of channel) is only the
maximum of that consumed by each of the two transmissions
2 → 3 and2 → 1. It looks as if the transmission2 → 1 is now
piggybacked on the transmission2 → 3 without additional
cost! Consequently, we use the namephysical piggybacking
with network coding to refer to this unique advantage of
network coding plus physical layer broadcast over routing.

A. Information Exchange as a Virtual Multicast Session

It should be clear by now that network coding offers
unique advantages over conventional routing, for information
exchange in a wireless network, which involves two unicast
sessions. In contrast, most previous research results about net-
work coding have been focused on enhancing the efficiency of
a single multicast session. In this subsection, we show thatthe
problem of information exchange can in fact be transformed
into an information multicast problem. This enables us to
explain the gain offered by network coding in information

exchange in the context of information multicast, for whicha
richer collection of research results is available.

1 2 4
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Fig. 5. Information exchange can be viewed as a multicast session.

Let us explain this using the example in Figure 3. We add
to Figure 3 a virtual source nodes that has a unit capacity
edge entering node1 and a unit capacity edge entering node
4; the resulting graph is shown in Figure 5. Then we consider
a multicast session from senders to receivers{1, 4} with rate
2. In this graph, the multicast capacity froms to {1, 4}) is 2
since there are two edge-disjoint paths froms to node1 and
two edge-disjoint paths froms to node4. Therefore, there
exists a linear network coding scheme achieving the multicast
capacity 2 [1]–[3]. To achieve a multicast rate of2, distinct
information has to be loaded on edges1 ands4, which can be
defined to be{X1(n)} and{X2(n)}, respectively. This relates
the information exchange between node1 and node4 with the
virtual multicast session.

Having established this relation, we can now explain the
gain of physical piggy-backing as follows. With network
coding, the union of a forward path froma to b and a backward
path fromb to a is sufficient to provide the same throughput
as via conventional routing.

III. D ISTRIBUTED IMPLEMENTATION

In Section II, we have given a network coding solution
for information exchange, assuming synchronization is avail-
able, links are lossless, and links have unit capacity and
unit delay. In real networks, however, packet transmissions
are subject to random delays and losses on every link, and
links have essentially unknown capacities, which vary as
competing communication sessions begin and end. In addition,
synchronization is often regarded as difficult and costly, if not
infeasible.

In this section, we present a distributed implementation that
obviates the need for synchronization and is robust to random
packet loss and delay, and so on. The implementation is simple
and incurs minor overhead.

A. Basic Scheme

In the synchronous solution, each packet flowing in the
network is of the formX1(p) ⊕ X2(q). We now impose this
restriction by requiring each packet to be of this form. We
explicitly record p and q as meta-data in the packet, so as
to indicate the composition of this packet. This is shown in
Figure 6.



p q payload

Fig. 6. The packet format. For a packet with payload beingX1(p)⊕X2(q),
p andq are explicitly recorded in the packet as metadata.

In the synchronous solution, the received packets at each
node can be recovered as a sequence of “right-bound” packets
{X1(n)} and a sequence of “left-bound” packets{X2(n)}. We
now maintain two buffers at each node, named buffer 1 and
buffer 2, which hold these two types of packets respectively.
This is illustrated in Figure 7. These two buffers characterize
the currentknowledge of {X1(n)} and {X2(n)} of a node.
At a given time, a packetX1(p) (resp.X2(q)) is said to be
known to nodel if X1(p) (resp.X2(q)) resides in the current
buffer 1 (resp. buffer 2) of nodel, and unknown or new to
node l otherwise. Assume for the moment that the buffers
have infinite capacity.

Buffer 1 Buffer 2

Node 1

……

Buffer 1 Buffer 2

Node l

……

Buffer 1

Node L

Buffer 2

Fig. 7. The two buffers at the nodes. At any time, the content ofbuffer 1 in
all nodes reflects the current progress of propagating source packets{X1(n)}
from left to right; similarly, the content of buffer 2 in all nodes reflects the
current progress of propagating source packets{X2(n)} from right to left.

Assume for now that there is an exogenous mechanism that
decides when a transmission opportunity is available at a node.
We present the basic scheme by describing the operations
performed at a generic nodel in response to events, since this
is a distributed approach. Whenever there is a transmission
opportunity atl, a packet is generated by taking one packet
X1(p) from buffer 1 and one packetX2(q) from buffer 2 and
computing the XORed result,X1(p) ⊕ X2(q). The specific
rules of selectingX1(p) and X2(q) will be discussed later.
Whenever a packetX1(p) ⊕ X2(q) arrives at a nodel, there
are four cases depending on whetherX1(p) is known/unknown
andX2(q) is known/unknown tol:

1. If X1(p) is known andX2(q) is unknown, then nodel
decodesX2(q) and stores it into buffer 2.

2. If X1(p) is unknown andX2(q) is known, then nodel
decodesX1(p) and stores it into buffer 1.

3. If both X1(p) andX2(q) are known, this received packet
is ignored since it does not provide any new information.

4. If neitherX1(p) nor X2(q) is known, this packet is also
ignored since it cannot be decoded.

We now show that the last case will never happen by
inductively proving an invariant property: at any time, at any
nodel, the content in buffer 1 is always a subset of that of node
l − 1 and the content of buffer 2 is always a subset of that of
nodel+1. This is illustrated in Figure 7. Initially, this invariant
is true. When a packetX1(p)⊕X2(q) arrives at a nodel from

nodel+1, by induction,X1(p) is known and henceX2(q) can
be decoded. Similarly, when a packetX1(p) ⊕ X2(q) arrives
at a nodel from nodel−1, by induction,X2(q) is known and
henceX1(q) can be decoded. Hence this property continues
to hold after any packet reception event.

B. Output Generation

Now let us discuss the rule of selectingX1(p) and X2(q)
from the buffers to generate an output packetX1(p)⊕X2(q),
when a transmission opportunity is available at nodel. By
now, it should be clear that a single packetX1(p) ⊕ X2(q)
essentially providesX1(p) to nodel + 1 and X2(q) to node
l−1. Therefore, we should try to select a packetX1(p) (resp.
X2(q)) that is new or most likely to be new to nodel + 1
(resp.l − 1). Due to symmetry, in the following we will only
discuss the selection ofX1(p) from buffer 1.

If the wireless links can be assumed to be lossless, i.e., each
transmitted packet can be successfully received by the leftand
right neighbors, the right-bound packets{X1(n)} known by
nodel+1 are just those packets that have been transmitted by
nodel with physical piggybacking. Consequently, nodel can
simply chooseX1(p) as a right-bound packet that has not been
transmitted, if there indeed exists one such packet. If all right-
bound packets have been transmitted (and hence successfully
received by nodel + 1), X1(p) can be set as a zero-packet.
Furthermore, once a packetX1(p) has been transmitted, it can
be removed from the buffer since its successful reception at
nodel + 1 can be assured.

Now suppose links are lossy. For simplicity, suppose the
packet loss probability on each transmission can be charac-
terized by a single parameterα. Assume each node has a
transmission rate of 1.0, which refers to the average number
of transmission opportunities per unit time. Then a link from
l to l + 1 has a reception rate of 1 − α, which refers
to the average number of successfully received packets per
unit time. Therefore, the maximum achievable throughput for
information exchange is upper-bounded by1 − α. Achieving
this bound requires that almost all packets received byl + 1
from l provide new information tol + 1.

In the simple scheme mentioned earlier in this section, a
source packetX1(p) is transmitted at most once across any
link. Hence, a source packet can arrive at the destination
only if it successfully traverses all the intermediate links.
Consequently, the achieved throughput by the simple scheme
is at most

(1 − α)L−1.

The efficiency loss of the simple scheme can be attributed
to the (wasted) transmissions of zero-packets when all right-
bound packets have been transmitted. We now outline an
improvement strategy. Instead of transmitting zero-packets
in this scenario, re-transmitting packets in the buffer might
improve the performance since an earlier transmission might
get lost. Then, a natural question to ask is which packet should
be re-transmitted in such a scenario. To deal with this, we
propose to associate with each packetX1(n) in the buffer a



field ProbNew, representing the current belief (held by node
l) of this packet being new to nodel + 1. We always choose
one packet with the largest value ofProbNew; if there are
more than one such packets, we always choose the one with
the lowest sequence number. This field, namely the belief of a
packet being new, may be altered by subsequent observations
(events) according to Bayes’s rule. Initially, for a packetX1(n)
that has not been transmitted, we set

ProbNew[X1(n)] = 1. (5)

After a packetX1(n) with p0 ≡ ProbNew[X1(n)] has been
transmitted, the posterior belief can be set as

ProbNew[X1(n)] = p0α. (6)

Another interesting event is the reception of a packet from
node l + 1. After node l receives a packetX1(p

′) ⊕ X2(q
′)

from nodel+1, it can infer thatX1(p
′) has been successfully

received by nodel + 1 and hence should set

ProbNew[X1(p
′)] = 0. (7)

Thus it can be seen that a single packetX1(p
′)⊕X2(q

′) from
nodel+1 serves dual purposes: it acknowledges the successful
reception ofX1(p

′) at nodel+1 and it providesX2(q
′) to node

l. This reveals yet another form of piggybacking facilitated
by the broadcast nature of wireless medium. However, this
improved scheme by itself cannot guarantee that each packet
X1(n) will eventually reach the destination. To see this,
suppose a packetX1(p

′) ⊕ X2(q
′) from l + 1 successfully

reached nodel+2 (and later acknowledged) but did not reach
node l. Then, nodel may never be sure whetherX1(p

′) has
successfully reached nodel + 1 since the acknowledgement
was lost and not repeated later.

We now discuss how to revise the scheme to guarantee that
each packet will eventually reach the destination. The fact
that such guarantee was not possible with the earlier scheme
can be attributed to the insufficiency of the piggybacked
acknowledgement ofX1(p

′). This problem can be solved by
using a stronger form of acknowledgement. Specifically, we
add two new fields,CACK1 andCACK2, in the packet format,
as shown in Figure 8. The fieldCACK1 (resp.CACK2) serves
as cumulative acknowledgement (CACK) of{X1(n)} (resp.
{X2(n)}) known to the node that transmits this packet. For
example, if CACK1 = 3, then {X1(n), n ≤ 3} has been
received butX1(4) has not been received. With this explict
CACK, nodel can better infer the content in buffer 1 of node
l + 1. After node l receives a packetX1(p

′) ⊕ X2(q
′) from

nodel + 1 with CACK1 = k, it knows that

{X1(n), n = 1, . . . , k} ∪ {X1(p
′)} (8)

have been received by nodel + 1; the payload for these
packets can then be eliminated from the buffer. In addition,
it also knows thatX1(p

′ + 1) has not been received by the
time this packet was transmitted. Letτ denote the time the
packet X1(p

′) ⊕ X2(q
′) was received by nodel. Assume

for each packetX1(n) in buffer 1, nodel keeps track of

the time whenX1(n) was most recently transmitted with
a timestampTimeSent. If node l knows X1(p

′ + 1) and
τ − TimeSent[X1(p

′ + 1)] is greater than twice the time it
takes to receive a packet, then nodel can infer that the packet
X1(p

′ + 1) is new to nodel + 1 and hence it should set

ProbNew[X1(p
′ + 1)] = 1. (9)

In this case, next time when a transmission opportunity is
available at nodel, X1(p

′ + 1) will be selected since it has
the lowest sequence number among all packets in buffer 1
of node l with ProbNew being 1. If nodel has transmitted
X1(p

′ +1) andτ −TimeSent[X1(p
′ +1)] is less than twice

the time it takes to receive a packet, it should set

ProbNew[X1(p
′ + 1)] = α (10)

since it remains unknown whetherX1(p
′+1) has successfully

reached nodel + 1.

p q payload

CACK1 CACK2

Fig. 8. The revised packet format with cumulative acknowledgement fields.

It is worth mentioning that with the proposed scheme,
the value ofProbNew can only beαk for some integerk
or 0. Therefore, we just need to keep track of the power
k, which indicates the number of transmissions before an
acknowledgement comes back. The packet loss probabilityα

can be regarded as a parameter introduced mainly to facilitate
the analysis.

Earlier we have assumed that the buffers have infinite
capacity. Now let us examine the buffer space required by
the proposed scheme. Whenever nodel infers that a certain
packetX1(k) has been successfully received by nodel + 1,
the payload of this packet can be eliminated from the buffer
of node l. Therefore, nodel only needs to store packets that
have not been acknowledged.

As a side remark, we note that if some nodes can reach
more than two neighboring nodes, the proposed scheme can
still be applied, although the inference performance and the
transmission efficiency may be improved further with addi-
tional knowledge about the transmission range.

C. Data-Driven Medium Access

Earlier we have assumed that there is an exogenous mecha-
nism that decides when a transmission opportunity is available
at a node and focused on deciding what data to transmit.
In practice, a node also has control over how aggressive it
should try to access the medium. Under the traditional routing
paradigm, a node should not access the medium unless it has a
packet to transmit. Extending this to the scenario with network
coding, we propose a data-driven medium access control
mechanism, where the aggressiveness of medium access is
determined by the potential value of a transmission opportu-
nity if granted. In fact, one way to evaluate a transmission



opportunity has been given in the previous subsection. Recall
that ProbNew[X1(n)] indicates the belief held by nodel of
X1(n) being new to nodel + 1. Let p1 (resp.p2) denote the
maximumProbNew over all packets in buffer 1 (resp. buffer
2). Then,p1 +p2 can be treated as the value of a transmission
opportunity. To maximize the efficiency in using resources,
ideally almost all transmissions should have a value of 2.

IV. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we identified information exchange in wire-
less networks as a new application scenario where network
coding can offer unique advantages over conventional routing.
Network coding, together with the physical layer broadcast
property offered by the wireless medium, can improve the effi-
ciency in using resources by facilitatingphysical piggybacking.
We proposed a distributed scheme to realize the advantages.
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